SV Analytica
Deployment

What it can do for your business
SV Analytica Deployment enables the deployment and sharing of
predictive analytics across the enterprise. The solution provides
centralized, secure storage of analytical assets, and advanced capabilities for management and control of predictive analytic processes. It also offers advanced mechanisms for delivering analytics results to users.

SV Analytica
Deployment

SV Analytica Deployment provides the enterprise platform for
integrating SV Analytica products into complete business
solutions and enable widespread deployment and use of
predictive analytics.

The features of SV Analytica Deployment include centralized,
secure and auditable storage of analytical assets and advanced
capabilities for managementand control of predictive analytic
processes, as well as sophisticated mechanisms for delivering
the results of analytical processing to the end users.

Deployment
Features

Collaboration
Support

Faster
Deployment

Share analytical assets from a central
repository, and allow users to control
how they see and use analytics.
Collect information on decision
outcomes to refine predictive models

Deploy streams created in SV Analytica Modeler,
and take advantage of application server clustering
and virtualization.

Automated
Processes

Access & Version
Control

Run jobs on demand, or on a set
schedule, or when triggered by
other events.
Benefit from an automated process
for evaluating predictive models that
uses a champion-challenger approach.

Control access to analytical assets and
use version control to ensure that the
right copies are being used in production
processes.

Advanced
Mechanisms

Share Analytics
Across The Enterprise

Automate
Processes

Manage analytical assets in a central
repository, allowing users to share with
others, reuse models and other assets,
and standardize best practices.

Construct and automate analytical
processes, including those that involve
multiple steps and tools, to deliver more
consistent results.

Secure Your
Data

Integrate With Existing
Infrastructure

Control access to analytical assets using
version control.
You can also integrate with existing
authentication systems for authentication
and single sign-on capabilities.

Embed analytic results in front-line
business processes while integrating
with standard programming tools
and interfaces.
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